Another comment on the Freire School:
Previously I submitted a comment regarding the Freire School in which I
expressed my alarm at the school’s desire to open in the Midtown Brandywine area of
Wilmington. Please refer to that document and add these further thoughts on the matter.
If Freire is to be successful in Wilmington I believe they need a location other
than Midtown Brandywine. During my years of teaching in Delaware I taught for several
years in Burnett School beginning in 1978. Burnett was built to be a school and is in an
ideal location for Freire. There is a kitchen and cafeteria that converts to a gym on the
lower level. Plenty of administration office space is on the next level. I believe there
were 3 or 4 classroom floors. There is a centrum (open, shared space) on each classroom
floor surrounded by classrooms with “walls” that can open to each other and the
centrum. It was so nice for the teachers to have their own workroom/breakroom on each
floor. We also had our own bathrooms separate from the students’ restrooms and an
office on each classroom floor. Another floor was our library. I have not been in the
building in years so things may have changed, but it has been used as a school since my
teaching there. I believe we had about 500 students that arrived in maybe 20 buses.
There is a parking lot for staff and public bus access. The students would enjoy the large
campus with a track and tennis courts nearby. The shopping center that is also nearby
may serve as a source of employment for students.
If I were a parent looking for a school for my child, I would pick the Burnett site
over the old Blue Cross/Blue Shield site any day. Truthfully I don’t know if Burnett is
available. I think looking into it is worth the effort.
Nancy Cooper
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My name is Frederick (Archie) Heller and I am a resident of Midtown Brandywine who is opposed to the
Freire School opening a location at 201 West 14th Street for the following reasons.
1. Traffic / lack of access - The school has stated that the 500+ students and faculty will take public
transportation to drop off points outside the neighborhood and then walk to the school. Additionally, a
drop off point will be established on Market Street for students who are driven to school.
The plan is not realistic. Even if only 20% of the students are driven and they all used the proposed
location that would result in 100 additional cars attempting to drop off students on market street at a
location that conflicts with the daycare center across the street. It would be more reasonable to
assume that parents would attempt to avoid the traffic of market street and instead drop off in
midtown. Additionally, in periods of bad weather parents will attempt to drop off their kids as close to
the school as possible within midtown. This wouldn't be a problem if the roads in midtown were
designed to handle the traffic volume of a school but they are not. Midtown's roads are tight one way
streets that during rush hours are already busy without parents stopping to drop off children.
2. Parking - The school has very little onsite parking. I believe they are required to have 68 parking
spots for the size of school they are proposing. This site doesn't have that number of spots attached to
the building. Even if through creative counting methods you could arrive at that number it is not
practical. Visitors and vendors will park in the neighborhood and there is a shortage of street parking
already for residents. This is especially true two days a week when the neighborhood loses 1/2 of the
available spaces due to street cleaning. For residents who live and work in the city it is difficult to find
legal daytime parking on street cleaning days without competing with school car volume.
3. School zone - what are the implications to the residents around the school if midtown is designated a
school zone? Will additional parking restrictions be imposed? Will we face additional fines for legal
infractions that occur in the neighborhood? Will some neighbors have to move?
4. Basic school infrastructure - The building doesn't have a cafeteria or a gym. I feel diet and exercise
are important for people in general but especially for 8th - 12 grade children. Choosing a building
without those facilities for a school is irresponsible.
5. Conceptually speaking - The proposal is to place a school of almost 600 people at the corner of a
narrow one way street in the middle of a neighborhood of 200 houses. Is it possible to at least double
the number of people in the entire neighborhood in one address with little off street parking on a
narrow one way street without having a negative impact to the neighborhood? Nothing the school has
presented has convinced me that this location is appropriate.
In summary, the school's proposed location is a little desperate and poorly thought out. The building
and surrounding streets at the proposed location can't adequately support the intense use of a school
with 500+ students and additional staff. The most accurate quote I have heard to describe the school's
proposal is "they are trying to fit ten pounds of sugar into a five pound bag".
Thank you for your time.
Frederick (Archie) Heller
108 Winchester Place
Wilmington DE 19801
Sent from my iPhone
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Below: Students Crossing Orange and walking East to the Friere school on West 14th street. Roy Podorson

  

  

  

Roy Podorson
302-654-8376
C: 302-383-5684
podorson@verizon.net
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Full Name: Melissa Heller
Email Address: heller.melissa@gmail.com
Charter School: Freire Charter School
Comment: NOTE: THIS WAS ALSO SENT VIA EMAIL. A COPY OF THE PETITION IS ATTACHED IN
THE EMAIL.
To whom it may concern,
I intend for this email to serve two purposes: (1) to communicate my personal opinion of the Freire
School's proposed occupation of 201 W 14th Street, and (2) to communicate the results from a petition
I circulated with some of my neighbors in the Midtown Brandywine Neighborhood.
(1) I am opposed to Freire's use of 201 W. 14th Street because I think it will have a significant
negative impact on the surrounding area with regards to traffic & parking. I appreciate the planning
that Freire has done so far with regards to transportation routes for students, and the assumed volume
of foot traffic vs. vehicular traffic going to and from the school. However, Freire has not provided any
analysis of the impact.
This is disappointing, because I expected an analysis to be conducted based on the Freire Memo to the
Midtown Brandywine Neighborhood Association dated Nov 21, 2014, which stated "We are in the
process of securing a third-party firm to conduct a traffic study to be completed by January 2015. Part
of this study will be to invite the participation and perspective of Midtown residents to share their
thoughts on traffic patterns to minimize disturbances."
Rather than a study (the term "study" implies the "analysis" of traffic, and an "evaluation" of the impact
on traffic), Freire provided a "traffic operations plan" per their memo dated January 13, 2015. This plan
was summarized in a memo from McMahon Associates, and was shared with the Midtown residents on
January 13th.
The McMahon representative indicated that a "study" of this particular traffic plan and combination of
traffic patterns would be complex (expensive). Although I don't expect Freire to have the funds for an
extremely expensive study, I do expect them to have the funds to do a basic analysis to show that their
investment in developing whatever location they choose is appropriate. Appropriate not only for the
school and the safety of its students traveling there, but appropriate for the surrounding community, as
a measure of good will. At this time, Freire only has plans.
Furthermore, the fact that the study would be so complex should be an indication to Freire: the
location is ill-suited to their proposed density, and it requires a complex combination of several routes to
be strictly followed in order to have minimal impact on traffic. There is little to no space in the vicinity
for drop-off zones, which I believe will cause some drivers to deviate from the traffic plan to find other
streets less congested than the drop-off zones. I believe they will find those less congested streets in
Midtown Brandywine. My main personal concern is the potential that once Freire is established in 201
W 14th Street, and if they find that their traffic plan can not be followed, the only contingency option
without investing a significant amount of money in road construction is to utilize Midtown Brandywine
Streets for two-way traffic and/or drop-off school parking zones. If this contingency is off the table and
would never be considered by Freire or the City, my position towards Freire would be more favorable.
If a traffic study was performed to show a low likelihood of impact to Midtown Brandywine traffic, my
position towards Freire would be more favorable. However as it stands today, I feel there is no
recourse for Midtown residents if Freire's plans fail to protect our streets from traffic changes, and there
has been no evidence to address my concerns. As such I am opposed to 201 W. 14th Street to be used

for such an intense use as a school with potential high rates of vehicular traffic.
On the note of vehicular traffic: Freire encourages their students to use DART. However, Freire is
meeting resistance from parents regarding their child's safety in downtown Wilmington. This I believe is
evidence that their plan for students to use DART is not well supported, as I believe the same concerns
from parents apply to the safety on the DART buses and getting off at the bus stops in downtown.
Evidence: Bill Porter Head of Freire School, spoke to city officials @ the Education Youth and Family
Meeting Jan 14, 2015. “Folks think perhaps downtown Wilmington is not safe… we have had issues
with suburban parents being afraid to send their kids to Wilmington for high school, and that’s a battle
we have trying to get our school off the ground is: ‘I love everything about your school but I cannot
have my kid in Wilmington. What do you mean you plan on having field trips and taking them to the
Grand; they’re going to walk from 14th and Orange to the Grand? Won’t they be hurt?’ I mean these
are things we have to deal with.”

(2) A petition was circulated after the initial neighborhood meeting with Freire on Nov 11th 2014. The
petition called for a traffic study, and plans to maintain safety and cleanliness of Midtown Brandywine
(see attached for exact wording). The Nov 21st memo from Freire did include some plans to maintain
safety and cleanliness of the neighborhood. The Jan 13th traffic memo was believed by many to not
meet the expectations of a "study", although some residents found the memo to fulfill their
expectations. On Jan 24th and 25th, I notified residents via Facebook and via email and stated if they
would like to be removed from the petition that they could contact me. As such, 3 households were
removed from the petition. In the process, additional households asked to be added to the petition. As
of tonight (Feb 17th, 3.5 weeks since offering the chance to be removed from the petition), the results
are as follows:
-- 186 addresses are listed for the neighborhood (excluding vacant properties, counting apartment
buildings as only one address)
-- 99 households have been contacted about the petition; 87 households have signed, 12 have declined
-- this converts to 53.2% of the households in the neighborhood have been contacted about the petition
-- 87.9% of households contacted about the petition have signed it.
-- 87 household signatures of the total possible 186 households equates to 46.8% of the neighborhood
has signed the petition.
This is the best possible portrayal of the neighborhood consensus at this time. A vote has not been
taken which would supersede this tally. Furthermore, some signatures have been obtained from
residents that may not have email or Facebook, and as such they may not have had the opportunity to
review all the information from Freire and determine whether they still want to be on the petition.
However given these limitations, it is still a strong indication of the opposition to Freire School at 201
W. 14th Street.
Kind Regards,
Melissa Heller
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Full Name: Bob Hronsky
Email Address: bob.hronsky@gmail.com
Charter School: Freire Charter School
Comment: It is a shame that a small, solid neighborhood--a true city success story is going to be put
at risk for this school. This location is not ideal for a school of this size--trying to make the best for the
school here is misguided. Midtown Brandywine has a long and wonderful history--adding a school that
has enjoyed success in Philadelphia will not mean automatic success here and trying to convince
themselves and us that this is the right space is just plain silly. Please take a close look at what is
happening here--it is not right!
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Full Name: Amie Baker
Email Address: amietv@yahoo.com
Charter School: Freire Charter School
Comment: I am concerned that the quality of life in our neighborhood will be severely compromised
when the number of students at a neighborhood school outnumbers the residents. I worry that the
needs of the school will outweigh the needs of the community. Many questions not answered--where
will the children be eating lunch? Will they be going out of the school for lunch? What about phys ed?
If there is no gym facility in the school--will they be taking the kids out into the city for that like other
charter schools in the city do? How many hours of the day will our small neighborhood be congested
with people traffic and crowding our daily routines? Has this ever been taken into consideration when
planning the use of this location?
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Dear Charter School Advisory Committee,
I live in the 200 block of West 14th Street, across the street from the proposed
location for Freire Charter School’s Wilmington location.
I am asking that you deny the school’s request for a major modification for several
reasons.
First and foremost, I have no desire to live near a school, let alone directly across the
street from one. There are many reasons why we chose our homes and many
factors taken into consideration. For example, the fact that it is a quiet neighborhood
situated on a one way street and not subject to the impact of a major traffic artery.
The decision we made to invest in this neighborhood is being completely overridden. I
liken this to eminent domain. Our homes are not being taken by city government to be
bulldozed. But the character of the neighborhood will be changed just the same and
with city and state approval.
How was our neighborhood chosen as the “ideal” location for Freire Charter School?
We have learned our neighborhood was NOT the first choice for a location. There has
already been one modification to the charter, changing the original location, after not
being able to secure the preferred site on French Street.  
Now they are asking for a second modification, to reduce the enrollment numbers for
the first year and to remove a preference for admitting students and families who sign
a pledge to Freire’s methods and philosophy. If enrollment goals are not being met
and they are willing to forgo parents and students signing onto the schools methods
and principals, perhaps it’s time to take a step back and regroup, instead of forging
ahead. This is beginning to sound like an attempt to just get the school open by any
means necessary. I have to ask, what is the upside to that?
We have tried to point out the problems we feel introducing a large number of people
into our limited access neighborhood will cause. We asked for a traffic study. What
we received instead is a travel plan for getting students to the school, from locations
on Market Street and Washington Street. As a parent, I would not send my child to a
school where they were not being transported to the schools front door. Instead,
students will take public transportation to Rodney Square or Washington Street and
walk more than two blocks to the school and parents will be asked not to park in front
of the school to drop off or pick up their children. This is so that any traffic increase is
kept to a minimum. Human nature being what is it, there will be parents who will drop
their children of in front of the school regardless of any agreement to do otherwise.
This will be a very difficult situation to monitor and enforce.                   
We’re being told, by Freire leaders, this school will improve education for the children

of Wilmington. I believe the school is a good school and agree that changes are
necessary to improve education in the city.   
There are a number changes already being considered to improve education for
children in Wilmington. One of the recommendations of the Governor’s Wilmington
Education Advisory Committee is that no new charter schools open, until the DOE
develop a comprehensive plan for charter schools in the city. Should we allow this
charter school to open just under the wire, before the advisory committee’s
recommendations are fully considered and accepted or rejected? And if the
committee’s recommendations are put into place, there’s no way of knowing how, or if
this school would fit into any comprehensive plan. Another of the committee’s
recommendations is a change in configuration of school districts in the city, with the
ultimate goal of improving education within the city. Will this one school improve
education for city children as a whole or for just a few children in the short term, while
siphoning money from the budget to educate the rest?   
There is also the Priority Schools Plan, which is just in the initial stages of being put
into place. The outcome of any of these proposed changes are yet to be determined.
I submit to you that those plans should be given a chance to come together before
allowing another charter school to open.   
Lastly, since learning of the school’s planned opening in our neighborhood, 119
residents signed a petition indicating opposition and concerns about the location of
the school. No one I have talked to is opposed to improving education. I believe
what we are opposed to is commandeering a neighborhood, when there are other
suitable locations available. If the ultimate goal is improving education why aren’t
these sites being considered.    
In closing, the situation in its entity is not just unwieldy but creates a hostile
environment for the home owners and for the school. It is a no win situation which
can easily be avoided and should not be allowed to happen.
Sincerely,
Johnnie Braxton   
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Dear Charter School Advisory Committee Members,
I am a 34 year resident of Midtown Brandywine Neighborhood. I am a retired educator who has for
over 29 years served underprivileged students and families. With my husband of 34 years, I raised
three children on West Street. When my husband and I purchased our home in 1980, the
neighborhood was full of vacant homes in badly need of repair.   Along with fellow neighbors who some
have come and gone over the years, my husband and I have worked hard to establish an attractive
stable neighborhood in which to live. As you many know, my neighborhood of narrow streets has strong
boundaries and is 9 square blocks of primarily homes.  
Freire"s first charter is coming in Philadelphia. The location of their school on Chestnut Street is in a
mixed use environment. The area has a great deal of congestion which is part of downtown
Philadelphia. I am sure they fit in with ease to the hustle and bustle of their setting. Midtown is a
residential neighborhood. Neighbors are naturally alarmed to think that 600 additional people will
become a part of the 250 or so that live here. The sheer number will make it prohibited for them not to
be an overwhelming presence here. One additional concern is that due to the fact that Freire's
acceptance of federal funds, they are no longer permitted to have students sign a nonviolence
agreement as they do in Philadelphia. Another concern is that they are seemingly having difficulty
recruiting, and may not be as selective as they may want to be.
Mr. Porter and Ms. Davenport have thoughtfully planned out measures to reduce the presence of their
students. Students are to be dropped off outside of Midtown. With some supervision, they will walk to
the school. I applaud there measures, but feel they will build resentment towards neighbors among the
students and families. Additionally, I do not see how these restrictions will be enforceable. I feel that
plan does not benefit the students of families of Freire. I would hate to see a plan of this nature, which
if enforced, may benefit the neighbors, and not the youths and their families.
I can understand why Ms. Davenport and Mr. Porter and the owners of 201 West 14th street want to
put Freire Charter in the small corner of my neighborhood. It is an attractive, stable environment. I
want in Wilmington. Freire has a reputation of success in Philadelphia. Wilmington desperately needs a
high school for our youths to make connections and achieve. To have them in our city would be
outstanding because Freire clearly has potential. However, that space will most likely fall short in
meeting our needs. They will not have a cafeteria or a gym. Spaces of those natures enhance success.
I am petitioning the Charter School Advisory Board Members to not grant the Freire Major Modification
Application. I would hope that Freire staff would take the time that they need to be more thoughtful,
and find a more suitable setting for their successful service to the youths and families of our city.
Sincerely,
Faith McNamara
1213 N. West Street
Wilmington, DE 19801
302 545-8207
Sent from my iPad

